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(54) OPERATION PEDAL UNIT FOR VEHICLE 

(57)Abstract: 
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a unit structure 
capable of integrally adjusting a brake pedal and an 
accelerator pedal of a vehicle such as an automobile in 
the longitudinal direction of a car body. 
SOLUTION: In this operation pedal unit for the vehicle 
wherein the brake pedal and the accelerator pedal are 
mutually linked through a specific link mechanism, and 
the pedal positions can be simultaneously adjustably 
assembled with predetermined relationship, the brake 
pedal is longitudinally movably supported to a mounting 
bracket-side supporting shaft to a car body, through a 
first link mechanism driven by a specific actuator, and 
the accelerator pedal is longitudinally movably supported 
to a link mechanism supporting member-side supporting 
shaft through a second link mechanism. The link 
mechanism supporting member is rotatably journaled to 
the mounting bracket to the car body at its intermediate 
part, and its tip-side spindle part is relatively rotatably 
linked to a tip-side spindle part of the first link 
mechanism as a rotation supporting point in the braking operation of the brake pedal through a 
link piece and a link lever. 
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* NOTICES * 

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

I.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 

shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1]A brake pedal and an accelerator pedal are made to coordinate mutually via a 
predetermined link mechanism. Simultaneously, by a predetermined relation, are each pedal 
position an operating pedal unit for vehicles which carries out an assembly, and so that 
adjustment is possible the above-mentioned brake pedal. While being supported via the 1 st link 
mechanism driven with a predetermined actuator by the attaching bracket side supporting 
spindle to the body so that back and forth movement is possible, an accelerator pedal. Via the 
2nd link mechanism, are supported by the link mechanism support member side supporting 
spindle so that back and forth movement is possible, and and this link mechanism support 
member, While being supported pivotally rotatable to an attaching bracket to the above- 
mentioned body, the middle, An operating pedal unit for vehicles, wherein the tip side pivot part 
is coordinated with the tip side pivot part of the 1 st link mechanism that serves as a rotational 
fulcrum at the time of a brake operation of the above-mentioned brake pedal via a link piece and 
a link lever so that relative rotation is possible. 
[Claim 2]The operating pedal unit for vehicles according to claim 1, wherein the attaching 
bracket side supporting spindle to the body which supports the 1 st link mechanism consists of a 
supporting spindle of an order couple, and a supporting spindle of a this order couple fixes both 
to an attaching bracket to the above-mentioned body and is established. 
[Claim 3]The operating pedal unit for vehicles according to claim 1 or 2, wherein a pivot part of a 
link piece by the side of a link mechanism support member tip is offset at the prescribed 
dimension back side rather than the tip side pivot part of the 1 st link mechanism of the brake- 
pedal side. 
[Claim 4]See a link lever from the upper part and crank shape is made to a both-the-right-and- 
left-ends side direction. And the operating pedal unit for vehicles according to claim 1, 2, or 3 
which having a predetermined offset size in the both-the-right-and-left-ends side direction, and 
pivoting in it respectively with an end of a link piece, and the tip side pivot part of the 1 st link 
mechanism. 
[Claim 5]While equipping the adjustment driving lever side with a rack part, a predetermined 
actuator, A rotational operation is carried out by motor rotated with a predetermined operation 
switch, and this motor, By consisting of a worm-gear axis which engages with the above- 
mentioned rack part and operates the above-mentioned adjustment driving lever, and carrying 
out the adjustment drive of the above-mentioned adjustment driving lever by the above- 
mentioned motor via this worm-gear axis and a rack part. The operating pedal unit for vehicles 
according to claim 1, 2, 3, or 4 constituting so that the adjustment operation of the above- 
mentioned brake pedal and the accelerator pedal may be carried out electrically. 
[Claim 6]By having the following, operating the above-mentioned straw Clodd operation system, 
canceling engagement to the above-mentioned engagement bracket and the above-mentioned 
ratchet part, and making both again engaged in a position of a request which broke in the above- 
mentioned brake pedal. The operating pedal unit for vehicles according to claim 1, 2, 3, or 4 
constituting so that the adjustment operation of the above-mentioned brake pedal and the 
accelerator pedal may be carried out in manual. 
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A predetermined actuator is straw Clodd while equipping the adjustment driving lever side with a 
ratchet part of angle-of-rotation width corresponding to adjustment distance of a brake pedal 
and an accelerator pedal. 
A straw Clodd operation system to which the stroke action of above-mentioned straw Clodd is 
carried out by manual operation. 
An engagement bracket in which rotating operation is carried out by this straw Clodd operation 
system via above-mentioned straw Clodd and which engages with a position of a request of the 
above-mentioned ratchet part. 
A return spring which carries out extension energization of the angular relation of the above- 
mentioned adjustment driving lever and a brake pedal in the direction of a maximum angle. 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 
2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. , 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 
[0001] 
[Field of the Invention]The invention in this application relates to the structure of operating 
pedal units for vehicles, such as a brake pedal and an accelerator pedal. 
[0002] 
[Description of the Prior Art]In order to operate vehicles, such as a car, safely and comfortably, 
it is required for the relation between each of a handle, a sheet, a brake, and an accelerator 
pedal and a driver to be in suitable physical relationship, for example. 
[0003]These days, an electromotive tilt steering device and a power—seat device are developed, 
and it has become a situation which generally spreads from such a situation. 
[0004]As a result, at least a handle and the driver seat itself. By being able to adjust on the 
suitable tilt angle which suited the physique of the driver, respectively, suitable order, a vertical 
position, and a suitable backrest square, for example, adjusting a driver seat order slide position, 
hips point quantity, etc., Regulation of the approach interval over operating pedals, such as a 
brake pedal and an accelerator pedal, is also attained once. 
[0005]However, the physiques (height, height sitting down, leg length, etc.) of a driver are 
various, and the above-mentioned regulation conditions differ greatly by the large-patterned 
person and a person short in stature. For example, although operation of a brake pedal and an 
accelerator pedal will be made easy in the case of a person short in stature to make a driver 
seat slide to the front end side inevitably, and to carry out, since the length of a leg is brief, in 
that case, an upper body approaches a handle too much and the technical problem which makes 
handle operation narrow arises. 
[0006]Although the air bag wearing vehicle has increased and this air bag operates between the 
upper body of a driver, and a handle these days, when the interval of the ignition position and 
driver upper body is too narrow, the technical problem which cannot demonstrate the original 
performance of an air bag also occurs. 
[0007]Considering such a situation, it is difficult to realize the suitable driving position and dry 
bottle GUPOSU char which can solve an aforementioned problem only by the above adjustment 
functions of a handle and a driver seat. 
[0008]In [ were made in order that the invention in this application might solve the above- 
mentioned technical problem in view of such a situation, and ] the relation between a brake pedal 
and an accelerator pedal at least, It aims at providing the operating pedal unit for vehicles which 
could be made to carry out adjustment operation in the position of a request of the cross- 
direction position of a brake pedal and an accelerator pedal so that it can be managed, even if it 
does not necessarily perform movement to the body cross direction of a driver seat. 
[0009] 
[Means for Solving the Problem]In order to solve an above-mentioned technical problem, the 
invention in this application is provided with the following business solution means, and is 
constituted. 
[0010](1) An operating pedal unit for vehicles of an invention of ****** of claim 1, A brake pedal 
and an accelerator pedal are made to coordinate mutually via a predetermined link mechanism, 
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Simultaneously, by a predetermined relation, are each pedal position an operating pedal unit for 
vehicles which carries out an assembly, and so that adjustment is possible the above-mentioned 
brake pedal. While being supported via the 1st link mechanism driven with a predetermined 
actuator by the attaching bracket side supporting spindle to the body so that back and forth 
movement is possible, an accelerator pedal, Via the 2nd link mechanism, are supported by the 
link mechanism support member side supporting spindle so that back and forth movement is 
possible, and and this link mechanism support member. While supporting the middle pivotally 
rotatable to an attaching bracket to the above-mentioned body, the tip side pivot part is 
coordinated with the tip side pivot part of the 1st link mechanism that serves as a rotational 
fulcrum at the time of a brake operation of the above-mentioned brake pedal via a link piece and 
a link lever so that relative rotation is possible. 
[0011 ]If it is a thing of electric or a manual type, the above-mentioned predetermined actuator is 
constituted from this composition, for example and it is made to operate by electric or manual 
operation, the 1st link mechanism of the above will drive first. 
[0012]And if this 1st link mechanism drives, a brake pedal currently supported rotatable via this 
1st link mechanism by the attaching bracket side supporting spindle to the body will carry out 
adjustment movement at a specified quantity cross direction. 
[0013]On the other hand, via the 2nd link mechanism, to the link mechanism support member 
side supporting spindle, it is supported by accelerator pedal to this so that back and forth 
movement is possible, and and this link mechanism support member, The middle is supported 
rotatable via a predetermined supporting spindle to an attaching bracket to the above-mentioned 
body. Via a link piece and a link lever, the tip side pivot part is coordinated wjth a pivot part 
which is also a rotational fulcrum at the time of a tip side brake operation of the 1 st link 
mechanism of the above-mentioned brake pedal so that relative rotation is possible. 
[0014]therefore — it being interlocked with and passing a link piece and a link lever with a 
predetermined actuator, as mentioned above, if the 1 st link mechanism drives — said — the 2nd 
link mechanism by-pass link mechanism support member drives, and the 2nd link mechanism of 
the accelerator pedal side operates. And a body cross direction is made to carry out request 
distance adjustment movement of the accelerator pedal by it. 
[0015]as a result, drive quantity of the above-mentioned predetermined actuator — adjustment 
to a desired distance and a body cross direction of the above-mentioned brake pedal and an 
accelerator pedal is simultaneously attained by a predetermined relation by how, respectively. 
[0016]Therefore, it becomes unnecessary to bring near the part driver seat ahead [ direction of 
handle ] greatly, and handle operation can be free in an interval of a handle and a driver upper 
body, and air bag performance can be made now into sufficient thing made sufficient for 
demonstrating effectively. 
[0017](2) An operating pedal unit for vehicles of an invention of ****** of claim 2, In 
composition of an invention of above-mentioned claim 1, the attaching bracket side supporting 
spindle to the body which supports the 1st link mechanism of the above is characterized by a 
supporting spindle of a this order couple fixing both to an attaching bracket to the above- 
mentioned body, and establishing it from a supporting spindle of an order couple. 
[0018]Thus, if it is made to carry out support fixing of the 1st link mechanism that carries out 
the adjustment operation of the above-mentioned brake pedal to the body side attaching bracket 
at a cross direction via 2 sets of supporting spindles of a couple. Since quantity for which 
change of a lever ratio of the above-mentioned brake pedal can be made small, and a point side 
arm part of the above-mentioned brake pedal begins to compete to vehicle indoor back at the 
time of adjustment decreases, restraining a crash space at the time of a collision in the car is 
lost. 
[0019](3) An operating pedal unit for vehicles of an invention of ****** of claim 3, In 
composition of above-mentioned claim 1 or an invention of two, a pivot part of a link piece by 
the side of a link mechanism support member tip is characterized by being offset at the 
prescribed dimension back side rather than the tip side pivot part of the 1 st link mechanism of 
the brake-pedal side. 
[0020]lf constituted in this way, will face carrying out the connection unification of the 
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accelerator pedal unit at the brake-pedal unit side, for example, and a link piece and a link lever 
in the state where there is no obstacle. It can connect with a tip side support portion of a link 
mechanism support member, and the tip side supporting spindle of the 1 st link mechanism easily, 
and a group and disassembling operation become easy. 
[0021 ](4) An operating pedal unit for vehicles of an invention of ****** of claim 4, In 
composition of above-mentioned claims 1 and 2 or an invention of three, a link lever. It is 
characterized by seeing from the upper part, making crank shape to a both-the-right-and-left- 
ends side direction, and having a predetermined offset size in the both-the-right-and-left-ends 
side direction, and being respectively pivoted with an end of a link piece, and the tip side pivot 
part of the 1st link mechanism. 
[0022]Thus, by choosing the offset size arbitrarily, if a link lever is constituted, Connection to 
the 1st link mechanism of the brake-pedal unit side and an accelerator pedal unit by-pass link 
mechanism support member which are mutually arranged in parallel is easily realizable 
corresponding to a size of the side-by-side installation interval. 
[0023](5) An operating pedal unit for vehicles of an invention of ****** of claim 5, While 
equipping the adjustment driving lever side with a rack part, in composition of above-mentioned 
claims 1 and 2 or an invention of three a predetermined actuator, A rotational operation is 
carried out by motor rotated with a predetermined operation switch, and this motor, By 
consisting of a worm-gear axis which engages with the above-mentioned rack part and operates 
the above-mentioned adjustment driving lever, and carrying out the adjustment drive of the 
above-mentioned adjustment driving lever by the above-mentioned motor via this worm-gear 
axis and a rack part. It is characterized by being constituted so that the adjustment operation of 
the above-mentioned brake pedal and the accelerator pedal may be carried out electrically. 
[0024]If constituted in this way, using the above-mentioned predetermined operation switch, by 
driving only required time to a hand of cut of a request of a motor if needed, adjustment of 
distance of a request of a brake pedal and an accelerator pedal can be enabled, and adjustment 
operation will become easily and easy. 
[0025](6) An operating pedal unit for vehicles of an invention of ****** of claim 6, In 
composition of above-mentioned claims 1 and 2 or an invention of three, while equipping the 
adjustment driving lever side with a ratchet part of angle-of-rotation width corresponding to 
adjustment distance of a brake pedal and an accelerator pedal, A straw Clodd operation system 
which a predetermined actuator makes carry out the stroke action of above-mentioned straw 
Clodd to straw Clodd by manual operation. An engagement bracket in which rotating operation is 
carried out by this straw Clodd operation system via above-mentioned straw Clodd and which 
engages with a position of a request of the above-mentioned ratchet part, It consists of a return 
spring which carries out extension energization of the angular relation of the above-mentioned 
adjustment driving lever and a brake pedal in the direction of a maximum angle. By operating the 
above-mentioned straw Clodd operation system, canceling engagement to the above-mentioned 
engagement bracket and the above-mentioned ratchet part, and making both again engaged in a 
position of a request which broke in the above-mentioned brake pedal. It is characterized by 
being constituted so that the adjustment operation of the above-mentioned brake pedal and the 
accelerator pedal may be carried out in manual. 
[0026]If constituted in this way, a straw Clodd operation system will be operated by manual 
operation, for example using a predetermined control lever, a push pull cable, etc., If engagement 
to the above-mentioned adjustment driving lever side ratchet part of the above-mentioned 
engagement bracket is canceled, rotational displacement of the above-mentioned ratchet part 
and the brake pedal will be mutually carried out by return operation of the above-mentioned 
return spring to the maximum adjustment position. 
[0027]Then, it breaks in from the maximum adjustment position to an adjustment position of a 
request of the brake pedal concerned, and the above-mentioned straw Clodd operation system 
is again operated in a treading-in position of the request, and the above-mentioned engagement 
bracket is made to engage with an engagement groove position to which the above-mentioned 
ratchet part corresponds, and is locked. 
[0028]Then, the above-mentioned brake pedal will be adjusted and locked in a treading-in 
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position of the above mentioned request, and an accelerator pedal will also be set to a suitable 
position corresponding to it. 
[0029]Therefore, by operating the above-mentioned straw Clodd operation system in the 
composition if needed, for example using a predetermined manual operation lever, Adjustment of 
a manual type of distance of a request of a brake pedal and an accelerator pedal can be enabled 
easily, and a simple and low cost adjusting mechanism can be provided. 
[0030] 
[Effect of the Invention]According to [ above result ] the operating pedal unit for vehicles of the 
invention in this application, it becomes unnecessary to bring near a driver seat ahead [ direction 
of handle ] greatly, and handle operation is free in the interval of a handle and a driver upper 
body, Air bag performance can be made now into sufficient thing which may be sufficient for 
making it demonstrate effectively. 
[0031] 
[Embodiment of the Invention](Embodiment 1) Drawing 1 ~ drawing 7 show the composition of 
the operating pedal unit for vehicles concerning Embodiment 1 of the invention in this 
application. 
[0032](0utline of an accompanying drawing) The state and drawing 2 as which drawing 1 
regarded the operating pedal unit for the said vehicles from the upper part first, The state and 
drawing 3 which looked at the operating pedal unit for the said vehicles from the sheet level 
position of the driver’s seat to the front direction. The state and drawing 4 which looked at the 
operating pedal unit for the said vehicles from the slanting upper position of the method of the 
right rear, The state which looked at the operating pedal for the said vehicles from the method 
of left-hand side, the state as which drawing 5 regarded the operating pedal for the said vehicles 
from the method of right-hand side, and drawing 6 show the moving track at the time of brake- 
pedal adjustment of the operating pedal for the said vehicles, and drawing 7 shows the moving 
track at the time of accelerator pedal adjustment of the operating pedal for the said vehicles, 
respectively. 
[0033](The feature of this embodiment) This embodiment could be made to carry out adjustment 
operation of a brake pedal and the accelerator pedal by an electric actuator easily and 
comfortably like the graphic display. 
[0034](The whole composition) The numerals 1 among these drawing 1 — drawing 7, The brake 
pedal which consists of the arm part la and the foot part 1b, and 2, The 1st link mechanism (the 
details are mentioned later) that supports the tip side of the arm part la of the brake pedal 1 in 
the state in which a brake operation and an adjustment operation are possible respectively, and 
3A and 3B, Before and after supporting the 1st link mechanism 2, without changing the lever 
ratio at the time of the brake operation of the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 as much as 
possible so that an adjustment operation is possible (upper and lower sides), the 1st of a couple, 
the 2nd fixed pivot, 4 to the mounting bases 5a and 5b of the body side dash upper panel 5A and 
each dash AROA panel 5B, [ attach and (refer to drawing 4 and drawing 5) ] The attaching 
bracket to the brake-pedal unit side-car object of the shape of section U type held to a fixed 
state and 4C the above 1 st and the 2nd fixed pivot 3A and 3B, The end connection for making 
connection between the master bag which the dash upper panel 5A front sides of the attaching 
bracket 4 do not illustrate, and the actuating rod by the side of the above-mentioned brake 
pedal 1 which is not illustrated, and 6, The electric actuator which carries out the adjustment 
drive of the 1 st link mechanism 2 of the above via the worm mechanism 7 and the driving shaft 
direction orthogonal transformation mechanism 8 (in addition, this electric actuator) For example, 
the motor also as it being also possible to change into a manual type like a door handle and 6a, 
The output shaft of the motor 6 and 9 an accelerator pedal and 10, The 2nd link mechanism 
supported in the state in which an accelerator operation and an adjustment operation are 
possible with the link mechanism support member 12 which mentions the accelerator pedal 9 
later, and 11A and 11B, The 1st and 2nd pivot of the accelerator pedal unit side order couple 
supported so that a link operation is possible, and 12 the 2nd link mechanism 10, While being 
supported pivotably by the bearing holder 14 via the 1st pivot 11A and being rotatable by making 
the 1st pivot 11A into a fulcrum in the sliding direction. The link mechanism support member of 
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the shape of section U type which is carrying out fixed holding, and 14 the 2nd pivot 11B of the 
above. It is fixed on the accelerator pedal unit side bearing bracket 24 united with the attaching 
bracket 4 side to the above-mentioned body. The attachment shaft for connection with the 1 st 
above-mentioned link mechanism 2 of the brake-pedal unit side by which the bearing holder of 
the shape of section U type which carries out fixed holding of the 1st pivot 11A of the above, 
and 15 were provided in the tip part 12a of the above-mentioned link mechanism support 
member 12, and 16, The link piece connected with the adjustment travel transmission lever 17 by 
the side of the tip side rotating fulcrum shaft 30 by the side of the 1 st above-mentioned link 
mechanism 2 of the brake-pedal unit side and 17 the attachment shaft 15, To the above- 
mentioned rotating fulcrum shaft 30, again the tip part 17a (graphic display abbreviation) for the 
pars intermedia 17b to the fixed pivot 3A of the above 1 st. Furthermore, the other end of the 
above-mentioned link piece 16 pivots the rear end part 17c, respectively. The link lever for 
adjustment travel transfer of the shape of a hook which made crank shape to the sliding 
direction which tells the adjustment travel by the side of the brake-pedal unit mentioned above 
to the link piece 16 side (connection link lever), The accelerator travel pickup lever which 18 
rotates according to rotation of the 1st link piece 51 of the tip side of the 2nd link mechanism 10 
of the above, and 19, The middle lever in which stroke movement is carried out to a cross 
direction by the accelerator travel pickup lever 18, and 20, The accelerator rotation lever in 
which prescribed angle rotation is carried out by the middle lever 19 at a cross direction, and 21, 
The rotating pivot which supports the accelerator rotation lever 20 pivotable, the bearing holder 
in which 22 supports the rotating pivot 21 to the bearing bracket 24, and 23 are made to rotate 
by the above-mentioned accelerator rotation lever 20, The accelerator wire actuating rod which 
operates the accelerator wire which is not illustrated by the tip side in a push / pull both 
directions, and opens and closes the engine side throttle valve, and 24, It is a bearing bracket to 
the accelerator pedal unit side-car object which carries out holding fixing of the above- 
mentioned bearing holder 14 and the bearing holder 22 for accelerator rotation lever supporting 
spindles, respectively. This bearing bracket 24 is united with the side of the attaching bracket 4 
to the above-mentioned brake-pedal unit side-car object. 
[0035]0n the other hand, the 1st above-mentioned link mechanism 2 of the brake-pedal unit 
side and the 2nd link mechanism 10 of the accelerator pedal unit side are constituted as follows, 
respectively. 
[0036](Composition of the 1 st link mechanism 2 of the brake-pedal unit side) This 1 st link 
mechanism 2, The rotating fulcrum shaft 30 which supports the tip of the arm part 1 a of the 
above-mentioned brake pedal 1 as a rotational fulcrum first so that a brake operation is possible, 
As the whole pivoted by the end of the rack shaft 31 which engages with the worm-gearing axis 
7a of the above-mentioned worm mechanism 7 while pivoting this rotating fulcrum shaft 30 to 
the fixed pivot 3A by the side of [ 1 st ] the above-mentioned tip so that relative rotation is 
possible so that an adjustment drive is possible, the adjustment driving lever 32 of the shape of 
type of **, While pivoting the tip 17a in one side edge of the fixed pivot 3A of the above 1 st, The 
adjustment travel transmission lever 17 of the side ancyloid which pivoted the pars intermedia 
17b in the other end of the above-mentioned rotating fulcrum shaft 30 so that relative rotation 
was possible, and was pivoted in the other end side of the link piece 16 which mentioned above 
the rear end part 17c further via the attachment shaft 25 so that relative rotation was possible, 
The brake operation arm (operating arm) 33 supported pivotally in the tip part 33a by the fixed 
pivot 3B by the side of [ 2nd ] the above-mentioned back end so that relative rotation was 
possible, It comprises the link member 36 which consists of a link piece of two right and left 
which pivot respectively the middle of the rear end part 33b of this brake operation arm 33, and 
the arm part la of the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 in the shape of an approximately 
trapezoid link via the attachment shafts 34 and 35 so that relative rotation is possible. The rear 
end part of the above-mentioned brake operation arm 33 is connected with the master bag 
which is not illustrated via a predetermined actuating rod, for example. 
[0037]0n the other hand, as for the center section 31a of the above-mentioned rack shaft 31, 
the tubed rack slot of the axial direction crossing at a right angle where it fully consists of a 
column body of a major diameter, and the worm-gearing axis 7a is inserted in the mid-position 
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by the diameter of the worm-gearing axis 7a of the above-mentioned worm mechanism 7 by a 
screwing state is formed. And screwing insertion of the worm-gearing axis 7a of the 
predetermined length of the above-mentioned worm mechanism 7 is carried out rotatable at this 
rack Mizouchi. Via the above-mentioned driving shaft direction orthogonal transformation 
mechanism 8, the worm-gearing axis 7a of this worm mechanism 7 is connected with the output 
shaft 6a of the above-mentioned motor 6, and is rotated with predetermined running torque and 
predetermined revolving speed by the motor 6. 
[0038]The above-mentioned driving shaft direction orthogonal transformation mechanism 8 is 
easily realized by the combination of bevel gear etc., for example, and a deceleration mechanism 
and a number-of-rotations pickup sensor are put together if needed, and rotational speed 
control (adjustment speed control) is performed. 
[0039]In the above case, the above-mentioned motor 6 is constituted so that change rotation 
can be arbitrarily carried out in right reverse both directions, of course, and the rotatably 
operating, i.e., adjustment operation of brake-pedal 1 grade, is made by the predetermined 
operation switch by the side of a body instrument panel. 
[0040]In (an adjustment operation of a brake pedal), therefore the above composition, the 
operation switch by the side of a now, for example, the above, body instrument panel — right — 
reverse — if it is operated in which ON direction and the output shaft 6a of the above- 
mentioned drive motor 6 is rotated, corresponding to it, the worm—gearing axis 7a of the above- 
mentioned worm mechanism 7 will rotate. 
[0041 ]As a result, as shown, for example in drawing 6. the above-mentioned adjustment driving 
lever 32 makes a fulcrum the fixed pivot 3A of the above 1st via the rack shaft 31, Only a 
prescribed angle is rotated in the state of a graphic display imaginary line from the state of a 
graphic display solid line, and the position of a graphic display imaginary line is made to carry out 
prescribed distance movement of the rotating fulcrum shaft 30 of the other end side brake pedal 
1 from the position of a graphic display solid line similarly. 
[0042]0n the other hand, then the brake operation arm 33 above itself. Since the reaction force 
of a master bag is acting, do not move, but the point side arm part 1 a of the above-mentioned 
brake pedal 1, Since it is linked to the fixed pivot 3B by the side of [ 2nd ] the above-mentioned 
back end via the link member 36 and the brake operation arm 33 which were pivoted mutually as 
mentioned above. The attachment shaft 35 with the link member 36 is also displaced in the 
position of a graphic display imaginary line from the position of a graphic display solid line. The 
whole brake pedal 1 is displaced like a graphic display, and the lower end side of the arm part la 
and the foot part 1 b are made to move to drivers side back, without changing most height from 
the floor face. 
[0043]And from the state of the imaginary line of this drawing 6. if the motor 6 rotates to an 
opposite direction with the above. Contrary to the above-mentioned case, the adjustment driving 
lever 32 rotates in the state of a graphic display solid line from the state of a graphic display 
imaginary line, The brake pedal 1 is displaced in the state of a solid line from the state of a 
graphic display imaginary line, and makes the arm part la lower end side and the foot part 1b 
moved in the direction of body front-sides dash lower panel 5B. 
[0044]by changing the fulcrum position and the mutual relation of above 1 st, 2nd fixed pivotA 
[ 3 ] and 3B, rotating fulcrum shaft 30, adjustment driving lever 32, and link member 36 each into 
a request in the above case, Regulation control of the lever ratio of the brake pedal 1 can be 
carried out at a suitable value with small variation width, and it is possible to set the rotation 
locus (the height from a floor line was included) of the foot part 1b as the optimal thing. 
[0045]0f course, if this has necessity, it also means that a lever ratio can be set up greatly 
conversely. 
[0046]In the above case, keep a predetermined interval mutually and the two fixed pivots, the 
1st and the 2nd, 3A and 3B are installed especially in the attaching bracket 4 side to the body 
side by side, but. This does not come out of lever ratio change as much as possible small as 
mentioned above, when the brake pedal 1 is adjusted, the projection amount for which the tip of 
the arm part la of the brake pedal 1 begins to compete to vehicle indoor back decreases, and 
the degree of restrictions of the crash space at the time of a vehicle collision also becomes 
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small. 
[0047](Composition of the 2nd link mechanism 10 of the accelerator pedal unit side) This 2nd 
link mechanism 10, The end of the 1st link piece 51 to the 1st pivot 11A of the tip side of the 
above-mentioned link mechanism support member 12 rotatable. The end of the inverse triangle- 
like 2nd link piece 52 is respectively provided rotatable to the 2nd pivot 11B of the back end 
side, those other end is connected with the long piece 53 of a parallel link, and the parallel 
linkage is constituted. 
[0048]And while the above-mentioned accelerator travel pickup lever 18 is attached to the 1 st 
link piece 51 of the tip side so that the axial rotation is possible, the tip of the arm part 9a of the 
accelerator pedal 9 is being engaged to another side and the 2nd link piece 52 of the back end 
side so that a rotation operation is possible. 
[0049]And if the accelerator pedal 9 is stepped on, the 2nd link piece 52 of the above will carry 
out prescribed angle rotation at a near side, the above-mentioned piece 53 of a parallel link will 
be lengthened to a near side, and the 1st link piece 51 of the above will carry out prescribed 
angle rotation at a near side. 
[0050]And this rotation is transmitted to the above-mentioned middle lever 19 by the above- 
mentioned accelerator travel pickup lever 18, the accelerator rotation lever 20 rotates, and the 
accelerator actuating rod 23 is made to operate eventually by the direction which carries out pull 
(or push) of the accelerator wire. 
[0051](Adjustment operation of the accelerator pedal unit side accelerator pedal) If the motor 6 
drives and the adjustment driving lever 32 by the side of the above-mentioned brake-pedal unit 
rotates as mentioned above, the rotating fulcrum shaft 30 of the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 
will carry out rotational displacement, for example like the solid line-imaginary line of drawing 6. 
Therefore, rotational displacement also of the above-mentioned adjustment travel transmission 
lever 17 currently pivoted to the rotating fulcrum shaft 30 concerned is carried out similarly. As 
the amount of rotational displacement is taken out as rotational displacement of the above- 
mentioned link piece 16 for cooperation by the side of an above-mentioned accelerator pedal 
unit and it is shown in drawing 7 corresponding to the amount of rotational displacement. 
Attachment shaft 15 portion with the 1 st link piece 16 of the tip part 12a of the above- 
mentioned link mechanism support member 12 carries out rotational displacement like an 
imaginary line or its reverse from a graphic display solid line by using the 1st pivot 11A of the tip 
side of the above-mentioned link mechanism support member 12 as a rotational fulcrum. 
[0052]As a result, the above-mentioned accelerator pedal 9 is made to move in parallel like a 
graphic display of the whole containing the arm part 9a and the foot part 9b, without changing 
the height from a body floor side into the body back side or front sides. 
[0053]As mentioned above, the operating pedal unit for vehicles of this embodiment of the 
invention. The brake pedal 1 and the accelerator pedal 9 are made to coordinate mutually via a 
predetermined link mechanism first. Simultaneously, by a predetermined relation, are each pedal 
position an operating pedal unit for vehicles which carries out an assembly to one, and so that 
adjustment is possible the above-mentioned brake pedal 1, While being supported by the 
attaching bracket 4 side supporting spindles 3A and 3B to the body via the 1st link mechanism 2 
driven with the predetermined actuators 6, such as a motor, so that back and forth movement is 
possible, Via the 2nd link mechanism 10, the accelerator pedal 9 is supported by the link 
mechanism support member 12 side supporting spindles 11A and 11B so that back and forth 
movement is possible, and and this link mechanism support member 12, While being supported 
pivotally rotatable to the attaching bracket 24 to the above-mentioned body, the middle, To the 
tip side pivot part 30 of the 1 st link mechanism 2 of the above that serves as a rotational 
fulcrum at the time of the brake operation of the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 via the link 
piece 16 and the adjustment travel transmission lever 17, the tip side pivot part 15 is 
coordinated so that relative rotation is possible. 
[0054]In this composition, if the above-mentioned predetermined actuator 6 is operated, for 
example, the 1st link mechanism 2 of the above will drive first. 
[0055]And if this 1st link mechanism 2 drives, the brake pedal 1 currently supported rotatable via 
this 1st link mechanism 2 by the attaching bracket 4 side supporting spindles 3A and 3B to the 
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body will carry out adjustment movement at a specified quantity cross direction. 
[0056]0n the other hand, to this, via the 2nd link mechanism 10 of the above, the accelerator 
pedal 9 is also supported to the above-mentioned link mechanism support member 12 side 
supporting spindles 11A and 11B, so that back and forth movement is possible. And this link 
mechanism support member 12 is supported rotatable via the predetermined supporting spindle 
11A to the attaching bracket 24 to the above-mentioned body in the middle, Via the link piece 
16 and the adjustment travel transmission lever 17, the tip side pivot part 15 is coordinated with 
the pivot part 30 which is also a rotational fulcrum at the time of the tip side brake operation of 
the 1st link mechanism 2 of the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 so that relative rotation is 
possible. 
[0057]Therefore, as mentioned above, with the predetermined actuator 6, if the 1 st link 
mechanism 2 drives, it being interlocked with and passing the adjustment travel transmission 
lever 17 and the Ijnk piece 16 — said — the 2nd link mechanism by-pass link mechanism 
support member 12 drives, and the 2nd link mechanism 12 of the accelerator pedal 9 side carries 
out parallel translation. And a body cross direction is made to carry out request distance 
adjustment of the accelerator pedal 9 by it. 
[0058]as a result, the drive quantity of the above-mentioned predetermined actuator 6 — 
adjustment to a desired distance and a body cross direction of the above-mentioned brake pedal 
1 and the accelerator pedal 9 is simultaneously attained by a predetermined relation by how, 
respectively. 
[0059]Therefore, it becomes unnecessary to bring near the part and a driver seat ahead 
[ direction of handle ] greatly, and handle operation can be free in the interval of a handle and a 
driver upper body, and air bag performance can be made now into sufficient thing which may be 
sufficient for making it demonstrate effectively. 
[0060]In the operating pedal unit for the said vehicles, the supporting spindles 3A and 3B of the 
attaching bracket 4 side order couple to the body which supports the 1 st link mechanism 2 of 
the above fix both to the attaching bracket 4 to the above-mentioned body, and are established. 
[0061]Thus, if it is made to carry out support fixing of the 1st link mechanism 2 that carries out 
the adjustment operation of the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 to the body side attaching 
bracket 4 at a cross direction via 2 sets of supporting spindles 3A and 3B of a couple. Since the 
quantity for which change of the lever ratio of the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 can be made 
small, and the point side arm part la of the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 begins to compete 
to vehicle indoor back at the time of adjustment decreases, restraining the crash space at the 
time of a vehicle collision is lost. 
[0062]In the operating pedal unit for the said vehicles, the pivot part 15 of the link piece 16 by 
the side of the tip part of the above-mentioned link mechanism support member 12 is offset at 
the prescribed dimension back side rather than the tip side pivot part 30 of the 1 st above- 
mentioned link mechanism 2 of the brake-pedal unit side. 
[0063]If constituted in this way, will face carrying out the connection unification of the 
accelerator pedal unit side at the above-mentioned brake-pedal unit side, for example, and the 
link piece 16 and the adjustment travel transmission lever 17 in the state where there is no 
obstacle. It can connect with the tip part supporter 15 of the link mechanism support member 
12, and the tip side supporting spindle 30 of the 1st link mechanism 2 easily, and a group and 
disassembling operation become very easy. 
[0064]In the operating pedal unit for the said vehicles, the above-mentioned adjustment travel 
transmission lever 17, It sees from the upper part, and crank shape is made to a both-the-right- 
and-left-ends side direction, and it has a predetermined offset size in the both-the-right-and- 
left-ends side direction, and is respectively pivoted with the end of the link piece 16, and the tip 
side pivot part 30 of the 1st link mechanism 2. 
[0065]If constituted in this way, connection to the 1 st link mechanism 2 of the brake-pedal unit 
side and the accelerator pedal unit by-pass link mechanism support member 12 which are 
mutually arranged in parallel is easily realizable by choosing the offset size arbitrarily 
corresponding to the size of the side-by-side installation interval. 
[0066]According to [ above result ] the operating pedal unit for the said vehicles, it becomes 
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unnecessary to bring near a driver seat ahead [ direction of handle ] greatly, and handle 
operation can be free in the interval of a handle and a driver upper body, and air bag 
performance can be made now into sufficient thing which may be sufficient for making it 
demonstrate effectively. 
[0067]0ne or a different body may be sufficient as the attaching bracket 4 and the bearing 
bracket 24 to the body at first, and the above composition is sufficient for them by 1 unitization 
being carried out eventually. 
[0068]In the above composition, it is arbitrarily incorporable into the vehicles under present 
mass production only by changing an upper cowl portion. 
[0069]In the above-mentioned composition, since adjustment operation is carried out with high 
precision and promptly by the electric actuator driven electrically, adjustment operation becomes 
easily and easy fairly by it. 
[0070](Embodiment 2) Drawing 8 - drawing 10 show the composition of the operating pedal unit 
for vehicles concerning Embodiment 2 of the invention in this application below. 
[0071](Outline of an accompanying drawing) The figure and drawing 9 as which drawing 8 
regarded the operating pedal unit for the said vehicles from the left side in the set state (the 
amount of the minimum adjustments). The figure and drawing 10 which looked at the operating 
pedal unit for the said vehicles from the left side in the adjustment lock released condition are 
the figure which looked at the operating pedal unit for the said vehicles from the left side in the 
return state in which full adjustment is possible. 
[0072](The feature of this embodiment) It is a thing, wherein this embodiment changes the 
structure of the above-mentioned electric actuator in the composition of above-mentioned 
Embodiment 1 into the actuator structure of a manual type like a graphic display. The structure 
is simple and low cost as compared with the thing of the above-mentioned Embodiment 1. 
[0073]About the composition of other portions, it is completely the same as that of the thing of 
the above-mentioned Embodiment 1, and the same operation effect is done so. 
[0074]Namely, the operating pedal unit for vehicles of this embodiment, In the composition of the 
operating pedal unit for vehicles of Embodiment 1 (drawing 1 - drawing 7) first mentioned above. 
While equipping the tip 32a side (rack shaft 31 side of Embodiment 1) of the adjustment driving 
lever 32 with the ratchet part (gear part of uneven groove structure) 40 of the angle-of-rotation 
width theta corresponding to the maximum adjustment distance of the brake-pedal 1 grade. 
Straw Clodd 41 by whom operation operation of the actuator for the above-mentioned 
adjustment is carried out by the manual operation of the manual operation lever provided in the 
installment panel side of the body, for example via the push pull cable. The straw Clodd operation 
system 42 to which the stroke action of this straw Clodd 41 is carried out corresponding to a 
push/pull operation of the above-mentioned push pull cable, The engagement bracket (ratchet 
claw) 43 by which rotating operation is carried out to a sliding direction (direction contacted or 
estranged to the ratchet part 40) via above-mentioned straw Clodd 41 as for whom a stroke 
action is done by this straw Clodd operation system 42 by making the end face side rotating 
pivot 43a into a fulcrum, It consists of the return spring 44 which carries out extension 
energization of the angular relation consisting mainly of the above-mentioned adjustment driving 
lever 32 and the common rotation pivot 30 between [ above-mentioned ] brake-pedal 1 in the 
direction of the maximum angular relation. And they are the claw part 43b of the above- 
mentioned engagement bracket 43, and the recessed groove sections 40a and 40a of the above- 
mentioned ratchet part 40 first... by once canceling engagement and making it again engaged in 
the position which broke in the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 to a desired distance, It is 
constituted so that a desired position may be made to carry out an adjustment operation in 
manual and the above-mentioned brake pedal 1 and the accelerator pedal 9 can certainly be 
locked. 
[0075]As according to such composition operation operation of the above-mentioned straw 
Clodd operation system 42 is carried out using a manual operation lever and a push pull cable 
predetermined [ above-mentioned ] from the set state (the minimum adjustment position) of 
drawing 8 regulated by the 1 st stopper part 45, for example and it is shown in drawing 9. If 
engagement to the recessed groove section 40a of the tip 32a side ratchet part 40 of the 
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adjustment driving lever 32 of the claw part 43b of the engagement bracket 43 is canceled, as 
shown in drawing 10, Rotational displacement (opening) of the above-mentioned ratchet part 40 
and the brake pedal 1 is mutually carried out to the maximum adjustment position regulated by 
the 2nd stopper part 46 by the return operation to the extension direction of the above- 
mentioned return spring 44. 
[0076]Then, it breaks in to the position of a request to adjust the brake pedal 1 concerned to 
from homotopic, In the treading-in position of the request, the above-mentioned straw Clodd 
operation system 42 is again operated by the above-mentioned manual operation lever, and the 
claw part 43b of the above-mentioned engagement bracket 43 is made to engage with the 
recessed groove section 40a position to which the above-mentioned ratchet part 40 
corresponds, and is locked. 
[0077]Then, in the treading—in position of the above-mentioned request, the above-mentioned 
brake pedal 1 will be adjusted, it will certainly be locked, and the accelerator pedal 9 will also be 
set to the suitable position corresponding to it in the case of the above-mentioned Embodiment 
1, the composition of the 1st and 2nd same link mechanism 2 and 10, and an operation. 
[0078]Therefore, according to the composition, operate the above-mentioned straw Clodd 
operation system 42 if needed using a predetermined manual operation lever etc., and get into 
the position which wishes the brake pedal 1 corresponding to it, or it changes into a state as it 
is. By making the engagement bracket 43 engage with the ratchet part 40 by the side of the 
adjustment driving lever 32. Adjustment of the distance of a request of the brake pedal 1 and the 
accelerator pedal 9 can be enabled, and compared with the case where it is the electric 
structure mentioned above, motor 6 grade is unnecessary and can provide a simpler and low 
cost adjusting mechanism. A space factor is also improved greatly. 
[0079]As a result, according to the operating pedal unit for vehicles of the composition, it 
becomes unnecessary to bring near a driver seat ahead [ direction of handle ] greatly too, and 
handle operation is free in the interval of a handle and a driver upper body. Air bag performance 
can be made now into sufficient thing which may be sufficient for making it demonstrate 
effectively. 

[Translation done.] 
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e>t-. ytK&twy? w<- 40 

5:^Lt±Ey 1 W U >9Wt*<09iM 
mXy-*fc®ft<n®mXMxbhZX®imzfttt®W) 

[0 0 14] Ltzfr'iX, ±ft<D£olZffi£<D7??-*. 
^-?izty, mi<D')y?®ffifrmW)£ixzk, zti 

iz'MWiLX'J yffttitV') yf W<-£:ftLXmm2 

©y y^mmmi) y?&ffi%&$mtfmw)£ti, r?± 
/i"<y’;i'fl!im 2 co'J y?®MfiiffW}i~Z>o ^Lt, 6rti 

izt-oXT? ±ji'^?/i'&Mfcm'&%falzWimfeM7 is 
7 7. h^S&$ii''5o 
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4 

[0 0 15] X©jj£^ ±!20T^©7:?^rL^-*©K 

KtonfBKcJ: <o , kMrfy—frtstXTT 

?A'#, zti%nmtifizmj£<r>m&,x\ rnmn^m, * 

ftm'&XftiZTis^X y*lifebt£Z>o 
[0 0 16] Ltztf'iX, Z<D'jmfcl%i'-bZXZ< 

'''y ft 9 , 

K?*f/<-±#:*©rai«*> ^ K/Mfttfstftifc-C, ^ 

7s<y<mm&#%ifcEfPSltSfcJBS+^ftfc©*-*- 

10 [0017] (2) ff*if 2 ©3§0J] 

£©«W©*pm!iMt^/i'»=-;/ M±» ±I2IS*JS1 

©*9!©*lSfc:l3V'T, ±E»l©y^^«*SrS«?i- 

6$^©M7777 HU^-M©^ 

WLttX’y'ry hic@^LTigiIbhX^ZXkZW&k 

LTV'^o 
[0 0 18] ^©J:9(-> ±sdXry—*'<y,;i'&7is-Y 

* h{fmzitzmi(D!)yf®m£wi&jjfaiz-tt<D2 
m<D3cft!t®&frLXm#WWltf7'7'!ry blz£&@£'t 
5£?izi-z>k, ±myry-^^oys<-tto^m 
4r/J'$<T*#. JfcT^tX hNf, ±1?xf )V 

©SfcSffir— 
S©T\ €>' 

45o 

[0 0 19] (3) fl^3S3©^0^ 

i©»W©*:piiffl*^^/i'3.= y Hi, i|Bf»*JSi 

xi±2©^w©«^{c*3V'-c> y y^®mxn^%^ 
m<DVy?K<DX®&u\t, x,y—*'<y;i'Wmi©y> 

^a«©^«ft'JXttiSl5ct <9 y 

30 l'$tiTV'-5Ci:Sr#®i: LTV'5„ 

[0 0 2 0] ^©<t 9(c«fig$n-CV'-5.!:, 
-df-^y/Ucx- y MBSIZ7 9 Jl'^-=-y h SriSiS 

y y?Kt$tx}')y? w<-*% 

l © y ^^«»©ftJSHWS»«it- 

S o 

[0 0 2 1] (4) l»^«4©^ 

z(Dwn<DMmmm^y^=-y bit, ±EW*« 

l, 2XJi3©|60J©*^^*5V'X, 

JzjjA'fb&XtE&ffii&Mjjfaiz? 7 y■?&&;$:tel., 

'}W\ttW\V&mjjfa\Zffife<D*7±y ['^-jfe^^LTy 

y?K<D-$tt5£vm i<Dvy?®m<D&ffiim$imi$k 
#^1g^$ixTV'5w k&ftmk LT©5„ 

[0022] x©i5t-, y y? ys<-r>mf&£tixi' 

6k, %<D*7±y tXr&£ttmzm&.i-6X kizt 
o, nmz&m-tzz'y-^y^-y h{j?isfii©y 

ytmmkTt-k^y^-y bwv>*mm3imi 
vsk<Dm&*, zv&wcmmoxz£izttfcLx®%iz 

50 nmir6Z.kfcXZ60 



(4) 
5 

[0 0 2 3] (5) fft*£5 <D%W 

Hi, ±I2IS3£IS 

1, 2Xf±3^0J(DlifiS(;l-fc'V'T> 7'^t^ hiEBb 

^—Mizyy^^? 

t± y^izx viBimmmztiz*:-*- 

LT±I27'^t^ 

T$fit;6'£>&y, sZVX—A.Jr-Yffll&'klltyyfglSfrji' 

LT±f2T—(el y ±f2Tv^* bmWl^<—ir7 
v1-7h fERT-5 T i: fe 4 y , -hlB^/l^—^r^^'/l-'jo J: 

hf£R£±54 5 
t&ftmt LTV'5„ 

[0 0 2 4] ;iDi 5(e(#/££;ft,TV'-5 t, ±BEfi£(D 

5/±£fflV'T, ^Sta^CT^^BfP^fclt^e 

—?-&flig<n!E}fcjfftizmmi-z>z. tie 4 y, -/i— 

aX.U7? t/l"<y;l'<DBtm<D&ffi<D7iS7 X 

t'£*Iffelzi-zzbtfx$. 7'S7* 

[0025] (6) $mm6<D%W 
0Mi>5iffl$ift'<y/i'3-^y M4, ±f2fiJfcJg 

i, 2xi$3(Dmw<Dffijmc&\,'X'brnwns 

'<—{lj(e:/ i^—$-'<¥/i'is 4 t/T ^ ±i\"<¥iv<r>7 's\ 

A h^g|(c>fMSL.fclE](G^|iti07^a;-y h gflSrdx. 5— 
jJs ^hD-^Dy Kt, #■ 
SbSfef^tw<t JbfE^. Fn-^py KSr* 

hn-^ny Kf£R<S«£, ^ Fc-^ny K 

f£S)<$#i(e4 y ±12* Fo-^cy KSr^ 

±127i^;* FKR w<—;fc4tf:/L—* 

ry y'ftfrbte'9 , ±fe* Fn-^py KfN&«g«i£ 

^iS£-£T±K&^:/7^s' h £±127^3:5/ FSlit© 
#-8-£)l?l&L, _tsa^u— 

{zmxffigznTm&z&zxtizx'o^ ±i2yu-* 
^-P/uto £X77? ir^^Sr^- a. 7 )^\Z7 A 

hf£R£4t3 4HTlij&£±TV'5ri£#mt LTV' 
5. 

[0 0 2 6] ;oi 5(-«^$ttTV'5i, mz-tfffifc 
(DWift W<-1 zfy X/UX-y^Zm'T^RH 

mc<k y * h a-;? □ s/ K^R]&tfl£fm£it, ±12#, 

itzf y Xy FO±E7-yt^ brnm^^-my^^y P 

SI5t<D&££fimi-;bb, ±12y ?->XZf'J y?(D'J 
y, iE7fxy hgiS:#o4t>'7V-*-< 

^A^tSSKeft^T^* Mi@£T*lE]R^ft£±30 

[0 0 2 7] ±TT\ 

-^^u£3rS<Z>7i^A Mig£T*®^&±T\ |S] 

BfW.O&X'&X-iiWz&^'X, SOLhjffi^ Fp-^py 

Kf^8ti^^^il)$±T±l2^^7T^ h£±f27^ 
31 y b^<DftfcX5&-aMiiLS;lz.&it£ltX a y ^-f 

5. 
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[0 0 2 8] Xht, ±120fa<D|g^iA^4gTT ±12 

7l/-^viS7yt7F^tPy^^ T^± 

[0 0 2 9] Lfe^oT, [s3Hij&Ti4, 

»^W4-SrffiV'T, ±>M^LT±I2^ hn — 

/i'4>4tl?7' /u<DBfM(OS&Mx>y—^ 7/u 

ft(D7>>vx h£*imiZi-5XttfX$, 'y'yf/vt^ 
10 {£=* bteTit^y. h^PSr^±5Li:^T#?.0 

[0 0 3 0] 

mw<D$)&] w±o^, *m%wx>$immwifr'<y 
/UZL- y He 4 -5 t , M&ffii/— b &r±# < /'> KA-27 
[B]iw;fr(eir±5!&^'&< &y , /'^KA± K7-f^— 

±#±<£>P^&, x.7/<y?tt 

3-fr»3 fc)£ 5 +#& t> (D <t -r 5 T i i* 
Tt5i9l-*5o 
[0 0 3 1] 

[*W©SllSo»tt] (H^co^ffii) @i~@7fi% 

20 l y 

H©«^^^LTV'-50 

[0 0 3 2] (^0ffiT>«B§) 9trf\m 1 f± 

h^±^e,afc^li, 02iix 153^: 

H3fi, 

-y btt&%<D&it)±%&mt)'b%fzW:m. 0411, 

Xfrb&tzftm, @6(4, 

30 ®F, @714, 

■V* hBfco^fttW, Sr±±^±^LTV'-50 

[0033] (^njgo^^m) ro«te©ii 
14, @^<7)$D<yu—^r^;/yUi3j;UCT^±yU-<^'/U^r 

^T# 5 4 0 l£ LfcZ t &<ft®t-fZb<DXfoZ0 

[0 0 3 4] (±fl:©«*8) TtLe>@l~@7 4>, &%■ 
1(4, 7—AgCl at$£U7y hSUl b X <0&5:/L— 

2 14, iBjT'L'-dr^^’/U 1 COT-Agfl laW 

5fe4S{R'J^±tt±'±^b—^f^Sbjoir/Tv1^^ 
40 mtmm\z5;ft-tz>%ii<D'j {^(nmaieov' 

TI4&3£) , 3 A, 3 B14, iE/V-^^lO/ 

w<-its:pr0*H y rntzitz 
<m%H(DV 'y?mm2&7>>7x bitmtimiz^ift-F 
%w\'& (±T) —M(omi, ^24(4, c 

-y '>3- T y/<—s<X,/U 5 AiJ4 '>3.7P7 

/'■^V5B#«0i!^-7 5 a, 5 b lC*f LT$*f4(t 

P>± (0 4, @5#BS) , ±12^1, m2<Dmj£3L%3 
A, 3 B U-^ 
;<jr/\,=t.=.y bWW.fa^-n&tf-^y'ry h, 4 C(4, |pj 

>0 Wlfi’Xy X y F 4 <Dtfy is^7 y/<—AHU^(|IJ 



(5) 
7 

007F L&V '7X 9 —s< y?k ±15 Zf 1 ftlj 

OH^U4fc'fWin y Ki©SSR«rfT5fc«>08Hlfcn, 

6(4, 

*jtLX±KMl<D'J'*'*W*2&7i?-YX MESrfS 

*»7 *?■»:*-* (**5. Z.<DWto7 9?-a.=-—9 

It, 0ij±« K7^y hVK^J: 

H-fSifcfcprtl) 6 a 14, PHe-* 

6 0ttiyifi, 914. T^±/^^K 10(4, 

9 «:*]£■*-3 y >*»fflafc*MWtl 2 ± ± t>i- 
T^±^S!l*3«tU:Tv?7 7. 10 

5l2(0yy^i«, 1 1 A, 11BI4, m%2<D'J'y 

tmffii o&y 

a=7l>«ll«-#0»l, I2©m 12(4. Pill 

1 (D%M 1 1 A%;fr 1 4 

PISS 1 ©£«) 1 1 A£££,i LT±T^|fi](c®®joIfg(c 
*o-CV'5iitlc. ±En2©S«ii lBSrHJtfiWf 

LTV'^PrffiU^^wy :✓*««£#»«■» 14(4, 

±fBCfr^0®{477'/7 h 4 {Kid— 
✓u^^My HM%Wf,7frv V 2 4±(c@££*i, 

±IEn 1 cs« l l AS:Hnift«rt-S»iiiU^ntto«i 20 
1 5(4, ±15 y l'*««£#«# 1 2©3t 

i&SSfll 2 a(^(tbn^±|5^^-df-<^yU3--s/ MRU 

ni©y>^^«216(4, pin$ 

MI 5t±B^u-^y^a=y vmm\(n') y?m 

«200$teSB«BI!>;£j£M3 o»7-yt^ bfrihite 

aw*— I 7\zm&i-z>v ytrft* i 7(4, 

1 7 b £±ISHI*b££tt 3 0 (C, 47c5feSg|51 7 a (0 

T^mm £±fBni0@Jt£tti3A(£, 

7 c£±ssy 's9¥\\ 6 0fMSf£. 

V'T, Piy >*tfl 6«K±i£L30 

S' MBJ07v?-7 7 hf^®i*?r(5±'5±T^'[6](-i7 7^^ 

MHtt®saffl0y ^ 
/*- Gffi&y^w<-) , i8(4, ±En2oy^i7 
ami o©ftMHmni©y lwniiiiic^c-cE 

»3ftST**/MHtt*l^*7y7VA<-. 19(4. 

RT^±^i!)ftt°5/^Ts'7pw<—l 8 id«± 9 BtiS*' 

Pit^hn-^mtefts^ww*-, 20(4, pwm 

w<-i 9lcJ:oTi»a*Pllc0fnftlHltt$ix57’^-fe 

A0lbw<—. 2 1(4. P7^t;u@#W<-2 0£@ 

*s^ri6fcxn-r«BteSM, 2 2i4B0<E^M2 i ££ 40 

h2 4fcMUT£#1-5Mg*/l'^“, 2 3 

(4, ±B7**/i'B»w<-2 0fc±o-CBI&-frU&e> 

4x, ±0ftStJT4^U4V'7*±yU7^7-£^7'> 

^./7°/l'^(p]ICf^i))$±-C^^V::>'ftlJ^ D y h/U#* 

fflffli-5T?-t/l'9'(-r-imvy K, 24(4, ±KM 

gaM^-1 4*J4tf7*-fc/uB»w<-£»MfflMS 

•fcfV?— 2 2 £±ft±±U£#@;£1-5 7 * ir/w^/W- 

-s' h«4tflc^©S«f^97y ('T*fc50 m%W7y7 

y V 2 4(4, ±E7u-*^*0u«y HBW&-V0® 

(477^3'H4(7){B]BIC-ft:{b$ttTl/'-5„ 50 
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[0 0 3 5] —*•, ±E^l/-^^a=y hPIgl 

©!) ^*«»2*54177*-fe/W^/W^y HHn2 0 

yw7«M*10(4, ±4ieh,»c0±5fc«J*S*xTV' 

5o 

[0 0 3 6] (T'l'-hffiljnioy 

is«2 0«/&) mmiv'j y^ mm 2 it. 3tt±ie7u 

-^A'lODT-APl aO$feffi$r7’V-drf^®)Pltg 

fc0»£j6i: L-C^n-fSBM^jfeMS 0 i. I£®SJ£ 

M30 ^7s't7. t'K»)^tg(C±E$fe^®Jn 1 0@:£ 

3 A(c#t LTtaM@i)bBl^(cffi*±?. i: *>(-±15 
r>^--Ali#7(D'i'd--A^±M7 a i«^t57y^ 

#31 0-S«c®f LT< 0^t£0T v? 

7* hK«W<-3 2£, «17a £±153? 1 OSS 

£M3A©Hmmmti-fzt£*>(-, «t>ra»i7bS: 

±I50S&S:^M3 oofdisg(cts^0«ior^(cig#L, $ 

blz'&i&tft 1 7 c £±i£L±y i^tfl 6 0<feaSHH!|(c;fg 

2 5 £4P LT]S»@»)^Ifig(c®# 

hf£»«S»W<-l 7 i, 5feffi^3 3aSr±i5 

mfflftijn 2 3 B {iM*r0»^micM^ $ nit 

~f y—^i^WiT—A (±^< b—x-i- y tf~7—A) 3 3 

t, &-7y—*rVm7—A3 3<D^4ffig(5 3 3 b £±15^ 

U—1 coy—Agp x a <£>J£cfi t £;(g5gM 3 4 , 

3 5 LX&A v ytm^ug 

-tsfcfr 2#c<7> y ^^>44 y ^-5 y 3 6 tt^b 

*^$4VTV'5. ±15^7y—^rfPSbY—A 3 3 <7>^SffioC 

(4, 0!l±(4, ^T^cof^SSa y K^LTE^L^V'77 

?-s<ySk&lgE£tlZ0 

[0 0 3 7] —^T, ±157 y^#31 1 a 

14, ±l5->^— A«i7 0!>*-A^M7 aOti4 

y y ^ y. ±W4
J
P^4EI-(4•> 

4-AJ?t$i7 a «s«^tt0-cN¥AS*t5Mii3s^0© 

fSi^<7>7 7^^5ffM$n-CV'60 ±LT, S7 7?I 

(-±15 ^ AffiM 7 <7>0fS(7)ft $ (7> $ * — 

7 adS0MBT0|C*^#a$n-CV'5o 

7©[7t-A^ttt7a(j, ±!5ffiS(jM^fS]ii:^^t 

«8?r4PtT, ±i£0^e-^ 6<7)ffi7lM6 a (£ig3£$ft 

Tiay, [s]^— ^ 6l:4ot^©@g h/w^, ff^0» 

0^ii®T*0te^S!i$4x-5 4; 7 ic^oTV'^o 
[0 0 3 8] **5. ±G0nM^F0iK^0n«in8l4. 

0ij±(4^it*;^0ia^4±-(c:<to-c^(rii5,$n. sfc 

CTj^iiiiii3fei7(c0te^: tr y ^ 7 y 7°± 7-y- 

^m^^$nT063f^jffli (7-yt^ HiiSW) 

tT±tl-5o 

[0 0 3 9] £fc, £l±©#g*. ±E"t—^ 6(4, t*> 

5A,iE^y4|S](c:ftSl-§)^0«5T*#-5J;9(c^$n 

-tfcy, ±0is]^ft, -r^e±^, /u-^y;n^ 

073^7 bg|f^(4. hyu>^b^^yK|iJ0 

0r^0Sf^7.^ y^lCioTfcSftSi^CfcoTV' 

5o 
[0 0 4 0] (7v-^^/W7y+^ H^ft) L± 



(6) 
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T, «±©l*j*-Cli, 

J- > b'<*/H»<r>9kftx4 7±£, jE&fttifr<DON% 

fiWfcflsLT, 6<Dtiit)®l6 a£@£g£ 

■fr5£, -t#tfc»«;LT±C9d— 
^ttt7 a^0te$*t5. 

[0 0 4 1 ] H*.tflSI6tojc*-J:5fc, 07 

7*tt3 1 SrrfrLT, ±127'^tx HBflbW<— 3 2 

#, ±12311 ©S3&SW3 A&5.&t LT, 0^H$*c0 
±ofdi 

[0 0 4 2] -#, ±cDB#, ±|2^U-4r^SftT-±3 

3 g&ll, T^^-/<y^©K***f^fflLrV'5fci{)[C 

SW»fclA#, ±E^1^—^r^/HCOftifflialT—AgCl 

all, ±a£©±5fcfSSI-®*£ftfcy V*®#3 6:fe 

ItfT'l—«7-i3 3*tf LT±Eft*Mll*2© 

SJKtt3Bfc:yi'*£ft-CV'3<0T*, By:^«Mt3 
6 £©ffi*tt3 5 fc, 0^H^COfig^P>0^{gS^t7> 

(fcttKEffiU ®^<D±5 
fcEffcU ±<D7-Ag|51 a ©TSWiU1?'^ hgPl 
bri\ ^W7D7®^f>Oil$?r^fft$-B-5rt/i 

<, *te*««*lc«HW:L«>bJxSii:t*5D 

[0 0 4 3] ±LT, ttB6 0<H^<Dtt£d>&, ±12 

tlia»^fc^“^6iS0(E$*L5i, ±12cornet It 

*fcTS*+* l*B»W<-3 2#, 
b0^3i;8l<D#cfi(£®S)LT, 7^—IlH^ 
IESIjl©ttlli»?»lll!l©«IBlC*{tL, ±©T-Ag|5 1 
a T*fc±T77 7 hfB 1 b Sr4C^W(r^«^y ^=. oT 

✓<^5 B;frfalc8*£*5££l;i*30 

[0 0 4 4] £1±©4&£\ ±121! 1, ^2 0|^i3 

A, 3B, 3 o, Tit** bmmi"<-3 

2, V 'S?ffit3 6#*©£j&<M:fc±traS©M««r 

0fSlC^±-53: tl:£oT, yi/-^^/ncw<- 

h n— su-fZ ~ 
*©7? h»i boBiwu* (,mm'b<DM 

££Sttotz) ?rftji^’broi-iS:^-r-5r ir^pJ^T-fc 
^ o 
[0 0 4 5] t>^>57u, rftlii&griSfoftlligiC W<— 

it**# < uwrr5 r £ <b T*# 5 i £ SrE^fei-'So 
[0 0 4 6] Sfc, «±©»£-, #tcS;^(D5iM7'7 

*•7 MBKffiSfcgrj&oraiisrBV'T, fisi, i2© 
2^^@^fft3A, 3BtfRR$*VCV5as, 7*U- 

1 t)±!2o± 51- J±^bSr±£ < 
<, T'u— SrT^7* h L7tcB#{c7’^—4r-< 

^ 1 ©7-AgC 1 a 0 ffl-fB 
t±Jft^±N/te< 7 ;*<£> 

[0 0 4 7] (7^t^<^a=j/ h«BB2C!)^ 

{ftttioowtf) tt»2©y y^Wi on, ±12y> 

1 2 <D3fc4&{H!l3? 1 1 lAlC^LT 
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mi<DV >9 ft 5 1 ©—JBSrBftprElc, Sfc&Sffiffll! 

2©£ttl l B|dJtL'CiS!=#l»tt«)®2©y 5 

ft^cD^fT y K 5 3 y 's9 

LTV'50 

[0 0 4 8] ± LT, *©ft*Mif|l 1 © y ^Jt5 1 fc 

*J±T, ±S7^t^fitt’y^7y7'l'A-l 8^5 

BttB»»r*ic®f=nte>nTV'5-*, «L*-, &£«$ 

2<DV y?ft5 2K*tLT, 7^t;^y^9©7-A 

10 a9a©5fe**S0ftff»^ElC«^$il-CV'S„ 

[0 0 4 9] ± LT, 1Sl79±/l~<pA'9tfi&titl& 

£, ±E*2©y 2i*^l»«li3f*A®»L'C 
±E¥tfy ^<7>1-5 3Sr#Kr«ic3i#, ±12^10^^ 
^K*5 1 

[0 0 5 0] ± LT, ^©EttiS, ±fi7^tyH»t 

e?^7y7M-l 8ICI0T, ±SfiO«f»raw<-l 

9 icz-eat $ nx, T 7 -ir/HUB 2 0 $ *1, 

S^WI-T^-fe/uf^Sbo 7 K2 3#7^-fc/HMir—& 

^ (Xt£7yisa) i-Z&tfiH£ftWHtLlt>e>tlZ0 

20 [0 0 5 1] htiHl7?±;l"<y 

^07yt^hffi) ±SHcD 1 5I-, *6 4UEn$ 
tl, ±f277l— h{l!|(D7^-r7 
^-3 2fr[E}W)£ftZ>b, ±E7'u-4f 

3 0 7$\ 0ij±(lia 6 (DW&-m§M<D£. 0 I-0K) 

mt-ts, LfciSo-C, att®ft^«l3 0lC#LTfi 
*$tL-CV'5±l2Tv?-^7. 1 7 t>|5] 

«lc0EE(tL, ^coEftEttS^iSfiOT^-fe/i^^ 

HW<D±Eii«ffly ^tfi 6cD@®)^{ii: L 
-c®yaj$tv, Axilla? 

30 {ZTjklr 1 5 ic, ±K y >- i7 tt 1 2 cD5tffigi51 

2 a £D^ 1 coy Vr7^-1 6 t <D|g## 1 5^^S, ±12 

y 2<Dft%MWn<D$M\ 1 AS-® 

W)3L&t Lxm^nBfrbiRWMXl$Z:<D'&<D3: 5I-® 

ttEffi-rs. 
[0 0 5 2] *©»*, ±ETi7±/^^/U9ll, 7- 
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